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Superconducting qubits are among the most promising platforms for building a quantum computer.
However, individual qubit coherence times are not far past the scalability threshold for quantum error
correction, meaning that millions of physical devices would be required to construct a useful quantum
computer. Consequently, further increases in coherence time are very desirable. In this Letter, we blueprint
a simple circuit consisting of two transmon qubits and two additional lossy qubits or resonators, which is
passively protected against all single-qubit quantum error channels through a combination of continuous
driving and engineered dissipation. Photon losses are rapidly corrected through two-photon drive fields
implemented with driven superconducting quantum interference device couplings, and dephasing from
random potential fluctuations is heavily suppressed by the drive fields used to implement the multiqubit
Hamiltonian. Comparing our theoretical model to published noise estimates from recent experiments on
flux and transmon qubits, we find that logical state coherence could be improved by a factor of 40 or more
compared to the individual qubit T1 and T2 using this technique. We thus demonstrate that there is
substantial headroom for improving the coherence of modern superconducting qubits with a fairly modest
increase in device complexity.
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A universal quantum computer could provide enormous
computing power [1], but all attempts to construct such a
device have been stymied by noise arising from uncon-
trolled interactions between the physical qubits and their
environment. These quantum errors can be mitigated by a
quantum error correction [2–6], where a logical bit is
encoded in the collective state of a much larger number of
physical quantum bits and complex parity-check operations
(stabilizers) are repeatedly measured to algorithmically
detect or correct errors before they can proliferate.
Unfortunately, the overhead requirements for implementing
a fault-tolerant quantum code are daunting [4]. To help
supplement these complex process, a growing body of
work [7–23] has shown that carefully tuned quantum noise,
in the form of engineered dissipation, can protect states
against the effects of the unwanted noise. However, these
approaches introduce their own drawbacks and overhead,
and finding the minimal useful implementation—the sim-
plest device which can be built with current technology and
passively correct or suppress all single-qubit quantum error
channels—has remained an elusive challenge. It is the goal
of this Letter to blueprint such a circuit using mature,
widely adopted superconducting device technologies.
Loosely inspired by recent proposals for “cat state

qubits” in superconducting resonators [18,23,24] and
directly adapting the shadow lattice passive error correction
architecture previously developed by the author and col-
leagues [20,21], we propose a logical qubit which could
consist of two transmon qubit devices coupled by driven

superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs)
to each other and to one additional lossy object (either a
qubit or resonator) each. By exploiting the particular noise
spectra of errors in superconducting qubits, this device
demonstrates that passive error correction via resonant
energy transfer to a lossy system can dramatically outper-
form active, measurement-based error correction in small
systems, with photon loss error correction rates approach-
ing 10 MHz for realistic device parameters (in contrast to
the ∼1 MHz rates from measurement-based methods [25]).
Furthermore, it achieves this rapid error correction using a
simpler circuit of just two primary qubit devices and two
resonators, in contrast to the ten qubits required to correct a
single error of any type using the LAFLAMME code [26], or
seventeen qubits for an optimal distance-3 surface code.
While dephasing (z noise) is not corrected by this circuit,
the continuous drive fields used to implement passive error
correction suppress its effects, and we will show that, for
decoherence rates observed in modern qubit designs, the
effect of z noise here will generally be weaker than that of
photon losses. Furthermore, logical gates on or between
these qubits are surprisingly simple, and we do not expect
them to take significantly longer than gates on or between
ordinary transmon qubits.
Basic circuit model.—For clarity and generality, we will

consider a simplified theoretical model for our circuit and
leave the finer details of an example implementation and
the derivation of the various terms to Supplemental
Material [27]. We consider a pair of three-level
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superconducting qubit devices, labeled by l and r, where
the three levels correspond to device occupation by zero,
one, or two photons. There is a nonlinearity −δ for adding a
second photon to either device compared to the 0 → 1
energy. We couple the two devices via a high-frequency,
driven coupling which does not conserve the photon
number [28–31] and couple each device via a similar
coupling to a second, lossy degree of freedom, such as a
rapidly decaying qubit or readout resonator, with a full
example circuit shown in Fig. 1. We now make the
following operator definitions. We let Pn

k ≡ jnkihnkj be
the projector onto all states with n photons in object k (and
any number of photons in the other parts of the circuit). We
further define ~Xl ≡ ða†l a†l þ alalÞ=2 and ~Zl ≡ P2

l − P0
l

(and similarly for r), where al annihilates a photon in
the left device. We now define our two-device, rotating
frame Hamiltonian HP by

HP ¼ −W ~Xl
~Xr þ

δ

2
ðP1

l þ P1
rÞ: ð1Þ

HP has two ground states, ~Xl ¼ ~Xr ¼ 1 or ~Xl ¼ ~Xr ¼ −1,
which we label jL0i and jL1i and choose to act as our
logical state manifold. This Hamiltonian describes a
combination of resonantly driven two-photon exchange
and four-photon creation or annihilation for the pair of
qubits, with the drives targeting the j0i → j2i energy
(leaving the j1i state detuned). The signal structure which
implements this coupling (and the error-correcting two-
photon process described below) and the restriction to a
three-level basis are described in Supplemental Material
[27]. Note that ~Xkj1ki ¼ 0 due to the three-body constraint.
We now turn to the lossy “shadow” objects, which we

will take to be resonators and which we label Sl and Sr (the
S label denotes a shadow object, as discussed in [20,21]),
with energies ωSl and ωSr. The shadow objects are coupled
to the primary qubit devices through driven couplings
of a different form, yielding the final qubit-resonator
Hamiltonian

HPS þHS ¼
�
W þ δ

2

�
ða†SlaSl þ a†SraSrÞ

þΩða†l a†Sl þ a†ra
†
Sr þ H:c:Þ: ð2Þ

Our final device Hamiltonian is thus H ¼ HPþ
HPS þHS. We will now show that, given a resonator
decay rate ΓS which is fast compared to the photon loss rate
ΓP ð¼ 1=T1Þ in the two qubits, this circuit is passively
protected against all single-qubit errors, leading to excep-
tionally long coherence for the logical ground states.
Error correction: Photon losses.—We first tackle pho-

ton loss errors, a white noise error source which to a good
approximation occurs at rates independent of many-body
energetics (W terms). Without loss of generality, we
consider a single-photon loss in the left qubit, which sends

aljL0i → j1li ⊗
j0ri þ j2riffiffiffi

2
p ⊗ j0Sl0Sri;

aljL1i → j1li ⊗
−j0ri þ j2riffiffiffi

2
p ⊗ j0Sl0Sri: ð3Þ

However, these states are not eigenstates of H, due to the
qubit-resonator couplingsHPS. In the limitW ≫ Ω, the full
single-photon excited states jEi�i are

jE0�i≡ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
�
j1li ⊗

j0ri þ j2riffiffiffi
2

p ⊗ j0Sl0Sri

� j0li þ j2liffiffiffi
2

p ⊗
j0ri þ j2riffiffiffi

2
p ⊗ j1Sl0Sri

�
;

jE1�i≡ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
�
j1li ⊗

−j0ri þ j2riffiffiffi
2

p ⊗ j0Sl0Sri

� −j0li þ j2liffiffiffi
2

p ⊗
−j0ri þ j2riffiffiffi

2
p ⊗ j1Sl0Sri

�
: ð4Þ

Consequently, when a photon is lost from jL0i, the
quantum system is placed in a superposition of jE0þi
and jE0−i and will Rabi flop at rate Ω. However, photons in
the shadow resonators rapidly decay, and the resulting aSL
operation will return an jE0i superposition to jL0i and an
jE1i superposition to jL1i, without any additional phases
accumulated in the process. Thus, photon loss errors are
rapidly corrected in a manner which preserves super-
positions of the two logical states; the energy conservation
requirement enforced by δ ≫ W ≫ Ω minimizes any
excursions from the logical state manifold due to the error
correction and ensures that jE0i corrects only to jL0i and
jE1i corrects only to jL1i. However, a second photon loss
in either qubit before correction occurs will lead to a logical
error. Integrating out the shadow resonators, the “repair”
rate ΓRðΔEÞ for a process which changes the two-device
system’s energy by ΔE is given by

FIG. 1. One possible implementation of our logical qubit. The
two transmon qubits (blue boxes) are the good quantum degrees
of freedom we wish to protect, and the two readout resonators
(red boxes) are lossy objects we will use for error correction. The
three driven SQUID couplings have precisely tuned flux biases
(black circles) to enable parametric interactions, as discussed in
Supplemental Material [27].
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ΓRðΔEÞ ¼
4Ω2ΓS

4Ω2 þ 4ðΔEþW þ δ
2
Þ2 þ Γ2

S

: ð5Þ

Here, ΓR is maximized when ΔE ¼ −W − δ=2, which is
precisely the energy of correcting a jEi state to its parent
jLi state. Noting that there are an average of two photons in
the circuit at any time and assuming δ ≫ W, we arrive at a
net logical error rate from photon losses and off-resonant
shadow resonator interactions of

ΓX
E ≃ 2ΓR

�
W þ δ

2

�
þ 2ΓP(2ΓP þ ΓRðþW − δ

2
Þ)

ΓRð−W − δ
2
Þ ;

ΓY
E ≃ 2ΓP(2ΓP þ ΓRðþW − δ

2
Þ)

ΓRð−W − δ
2
Þ : ð6Þ

Here, ΓX
E and ΓY

E are the rates of random ~X or ~Y operations
on a qubit in the circuit. In the limit W ≫ Ω, this is
4Γ2

P=ΓRð−W − δ
2
Þ, which can be dramatically smaller

than ΓP. A random ~X or ~Y operation can dephase a logical
superposition or flip between logical states. Note that noise
in either theW or Ω terms will not significantly degrade the
performance of the circuit; fluctuation in the magnitude of
W does not dephase logical states and interferes with error
correction only if δW ≥ Ω, which would be a fairly
substantial fluctuation. As the Ω term does not distinguish
logical states, fluctuation in its amplitude and phase should
be similarly harmless.
In Fig. 2, we demonstrate the effectiveness of this

protection against photon losses by numerically integrating
the Lindblad equations [32] for the system’s density matrix
ρ. Specifically, given a photon loss rate ΓP, we have

∂tρ ¼ −
i
ℏ
½H; ρ� þ ΓP

2

X
j¼L;R

ð2ajρa†j − fa†jaj; ρgÞ

þ ΓS

2

X
j¼L;R

ð2aSjρa†Sj − fa†SjaSj; ρgÞ: ð7Þ

As described in the figure caption, we can define two
lifetimes for our logical states. The first, T1L, is defined by
initializing the system in either logical state and fitting the
resulting decay to an incoherent mixture of the two logical
states to an exponential decay law. The second, T2L, is a
dephasing time defined by initialization to the state
ðjL0i � jL1iÞ=

ffiffiffi
2

p
and fitting the expectation value of

~Zl
~Zr to an exponential decay law. We note that T2L will

always be less than T1L, as it is sensitive to both ΓX
E and ΓY

E
errors (6), where T1L is sensitive only to ΓY

E processes. In
both cases, we neglect short time transient behavior (time
scales less than 1=Ω), the effect of which is merged into an
overall fidelity multiplier F. This stems from the fact that
the system is measured; there is always a small chance of
finding it outside of the logical state manifold, as the
measurement may occur between a photon loss and its

passive correction. This effect leads to a short time dip
in the expectation values of the logical operators ~X and
~Zl
~Zr after state initialization, where the error rate is 2ΓP for

an interval of Δt ≈ ℏ=Ω and slows down to the predicted
rates in (6) after that (we neglect this short time behavior in
our numerical fits to estimate lifetimes). However, if the
measurement detects a j1i state, a subsequent measurement
will capture the original (preloss) state with probability
P≃ ΓR=ðΓR þ 2ΓPÞ due to the continuous passive error
correction.
Finally, we should consider photon addition. An inco-

herent photon addition error can immediately lead to a
logical error, since it takes j0i → j1i which is then rapidly
converted to j2i by passive error correction, potentially
enacting ~X. However, for modern, well-shielded experi-
ments, the available population of thermal photons is
vanishingly small, and the random photon addition rate
is 2 or more orders of magnitude less than the loss rate
[33]. This is thus unlikely to limit our logical state lifetimes.
Error suppression: Dephasing.—Having shown that our

circuit is capable of rapidly correcting photon loss errors,

FIG. 2. Strong enhancement of the effective logical state
lifetimes TL against photon losses through engineered dissipa-
tion, with all times in microseconds. Each data point is computed
by numerically integrating the Lindblad equations for the
Hamiltonian H ¼ HP þHS þHPS from (1) and (2), with
parameters as stated in the plot legend and varying “bare” T1P ≡
1=ΓP from photon losses in the two primary qubits. The blue
points plot the improvement factor T1L=T1P; T1L captures the
decay of the system to an incoherent mixture of states after
initialization to j0Li, extracted by fitting the measure
Tr½ρj0Lih0Lj� to an exponential decay law, with short-term
transient behavior dropped. The orange points plot the improve-
ment factor T2L=T1P of the “dephasing” time T2L, extracted by
initializing the system to ~Zl

~Zr ¼ �1 and fitting Tr½ρ ~Zl
~Zr� (the

plotted value is the average of the ~Zl
~Zr ¼ þ1 and ~Zl

~Zr ¼ −1
states). The two continuous curves plot the analytically predicted
improvement factor from the rates calculated in (6). The lifetime
T2L is reduced by the constant error term in ΓX

E; this term does not
limit T1L, as the system is initialized in an ~X eigenstate.
Increasing the nonlinearity δ would raise the limit for T2L
improvement by passive error correction. Note that all points
on the plot are past the “break-even” point (TL ¼ T1P), which
occurs around T1P ≃ 1 μs.
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we now demonstrate that the continuously applied many-
body Hamiltonian HP (1) required for error correction has
the beneficial side effect of suppressing dephasing noise as
well. Unlike the white noise of photon losses, dephasing
noise has a power spectrum that is strongly frequency
dependent, typically being comprised of 1=f and telegraph
components [34–41]. The noise power spectra of these two
sources are given by

S1=f ¼
2πS0
ω

; Stel ¼
ðΔω10Þ2Γsw

πðω2 þ Γ2
swÞ

: ð8Þ

If a system is continuously driven along x, the resulting
interference between the effective Hamiltonian term ησx

and the fluctuating noise term δzðtÞσz can also strongly
suppress phase noise [34,35,37,39,41,42]. When consid-
ering times t > η−1, the average phase noise in this Rabi
sequence is

hϕ2ðtÞiðRabiÞ ≃ πSðηÞt; ð9Þ

where η is the Rabi frequency of the drive term
(2π × 35 MHz in Fig. 2). This leads to exponential rather
than Gaussian decay for both types of noise, and the noise
suppression from a large η can be dramatic. In our system,
the largeW term will play exactly the same role, albeit with
the noise strength S0 increased by a factor of 4 relative
to the single-qubit noise measure, as we are working with
two-photon states and there are two qubits experiencing
noise. For a given TðechoÞ

2 from 1=f noise, the effective
mixing time TLZ in our driven system can be vastly larger;
for example, for single-qubit TðechoÞ

2 ¼ 10 μs and W ¼
2π × 35 MHz we obtain TLZ ∼ 2 ms. These results were
confirmed to be qualitatively accurate by numerical noise
simulations (see Supplemental Material [27]). Since the
1=f TðechoÞ

2 scales as 1=
ffiffiffiffiffi
S0

p
and our Rabi-driven TLZ scales

as 1=S0, a linear increase in T
ðechoÞ
2 from improved shielding

or qubit design leads to a quadratic increase in TLZ, just as
in the photon loss channel. Similarly, for telegraph noise,
W ≫ Γsw is readily achievable, and in this limit Rabi
driving can outperform spin echo as well. To verify the
prediction (9), we simulated dephasing by averaging
numerical simulations of randomly telegraph spectra.
Within these simulations (included in Supplemental
Material [27]), using published data from Ref. [41] we
find a range of simulated TLZ values from 0.2 ms for
fW ¼ 2π × 25;Γsw ¼ 11.9;Δω10 ¼ 2π × 0.48g MHz up
to 6 ms for fW¼2π×35;Γsw¼4.96;Δω10¼2π×0.2g.
We thus conclude that logical state lifetimes in the
millisecond range are still achievable in the presence of
realistic telegraph and 1=f noise sources.
We caution that our circuit offers no protection against

true white noise dephasing [where SðωÞ is constant at high
frequency ranges], and increasingW does not improve TLZ
in this case. However, noise of this type is typically

extremely weak and sometimes entirely absent in noise
spectroscopies of the modern superconducting qubit, with
photon losses, flicker, and telegraph noise dominating the
error rate. Furthermore, if white noise dephasing becomes a
problem, it can be corrected by constructing a three-device
ring from our circuit and implementing a passive variant of
the three-qubit phase flip code [21] alongside the passive
photon loss correction.
Finally, we note that single-qubit dephasing is not the

only z noise channel in our system, as two-body dephasing
is also a concern. Specifically, flux noise through the
coupling SQUID loop can lead to a fluctuating ~Zl

~Zr
term [43], though generally with a much smaller coefficient
than the accompanying single-qubit ~Z terms. Because it
commutes with ~Xl

~Xr and mixes the two logical states, this
term is dangerous. Fortunately, however, based on previous
experiments with flux qubits (where 1=f flux noise through
the qubit loop accounts for nearly all of the dephasing
[37,39,42]), we expect this noise to be very weak at the
symmetry point at which our device is operated, with a
typical noise power Að1 HzÞ≃ 1μΦ0=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
. Assuming 1=f

noise of this strength and the device parameters in
Supplemental Material [27] (EJ=EC ¼ 50, with the two
coupling SQUID junctions having energy EJ ¼
2π × 15 GHz), we obtain TZZ ≃ 16 ms as measured by
an equivalent protocol to spin echo. More complex con-
structions can suppress this noise if it ultimately becomes
necessary.
Logical gates and conclusion.—A simple universal two-

qubit gate set can be implemented by combining single-
qubit rotations with the CONTROLLED-Z (CZ) operation. We
let either ~X operator play the role of logical Z (ZL). To enact
single logical qubit rotations, we apply a finite length pulse
involving combinations of a temporary phase shift for the
signals which generate W drive fields through the central
SQUID (enacting ~Yl

~Yr, or XL) and driving a single device
resonantly at the j0i↔j2i transition (enacting ~X, or ZL). As
the g terms do not commute with ~Yl

~Yr, they may have to be
briefly adjusted. An appropriately tuned sequence of these
terms can rapidly enact arbitrary single-qubit rotations.
Since the SQUID coupling can be driven fairly strongly
(especially for short, highly tuned pulses), we do not expect
these rotations to take significantly longer than in single-
qubit devices. To apply the CZ gate, we couple two of these
qubit device pairs to each other, again through a driven
SQUID coupling. Labeling the two device pairs (logical
qubits) by A and B, we simultaneously apply ~XlA

~XlB
through the coupling SQUID while applying ~XlB to
the left qubit device of the B pair. The sum of the two
signals (which must be properly synchronized) run for an
appropriate time enacts I þ ð1þ ZLAÞðZLBÞ=2, the logical
CZ gate. Finally, our logical qubit could be measured along
~X through a similar driven coupling to a resonator,
analogously to the protocol proposed by Didier,
Bourassa, and Blais [44].
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By considering a simple two-qubit circuit with driven
couplings and two auxiliary lossy objects, we have dem-
onstrated that passive error correction can lead to large
improvements in qubit coherence against all common error
channels with current technology. While our device is
capable of only correcting or suppressing a single error at a
time, it does so very rapidly and permits simple and rapid
logical gates between devices. We would like to develop a
way to systematically integrate this logical bit into larger
measurement-based codes, and future study of hybrid
quantum error correction (QEC) codes, where active and
passive QEC methods work in concert, could be an
extremely fruitful line of research.
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